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ABSTRACT
Image aesthetics assessment is essential to multimedia ap-
plications such as image retrieval, and personalized image
search and recommendation. Primarily relying on visual in-
formation and manually-supplied ratings, previous studies
in this area have not adequately utilized higher-level seman-
tic information. We incorporate additional textual phrases
from user comments to jointly represent image aesthetics
utilizing multimodal Deep Boltzmann Machine. Given an
image, without requiring any associated user comments, the
proposed algorithm automatically infers the joint represen-
tation and predicts the aesthetics category of the image.
We construct the AVA-Comments dataset to systematically
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Exper-
imental results indicate that the proposed joint representa-
tion improves the performance of aesthetics assessment on
the benchmarking AVA dataset, comparing with only visual
features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image aesthetics assessment [2] aims at predicting the aes-

thetic value of images as consistent with a human popula-
tion’s perception as possible. It can be useful in recommen-
dation systems by suggesting aesthetically appealing images
to photographers. It can also serve as a ranking cue for both
personal and cloud-based image collections.

In previous studies [3, 13], image aesthetics is commonly
represented by an average rating or a distribution of rat-
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ings by human raters. Image aesthetics assessment is then
formulated as a classification or regression problem. Under
this framework, some effective aesthetics representations are
proposed, such as manually-designed features [2, 4, 9, 1, 3,
13], generic visual features [10], and automatically learned
features [8]. These approaches, including the more recent
deep learning approaches [8, 17, 16], have generated good
quality aesthetics ratings or categories (e.g., high vs. low
aesthetics).

Ratings alone, however, are limited as a representation
of visual aesthetics. Many image sharing sites, e.g., Flickr,
Photo.net, and Instagram, support user comments on im-
ages, allowing explanations of ratings. User comments usu-
ally introduce rationale as to how and why users rate the
aesthetics of an image. For example, many factors can re-
sult in high ratings on an image. Comments such as “in-
teresting subject”, “vivid colors”, or “a fine pose” are much
more informative than a rating. Similarly, comments such as
“too small” and “blurry” explain why low ratings occur. Mo-
tivated by this observation, this work leverages comments
in addition to images and their aesthetics ratings to study
aesthetics assessment.

In this work, we first systematically examine effective vi-
sual and textual extraction approaches for image aesthetics
assessment. We then propose a joint representation learn-
ing approach, building upon the most effective visual and
textual feature extraction approaches found through this
process. We jointly examine both the visual and textual
information of images during training. In the testing stage,
we only use the visual information of an image to derive the
aesthetics prediction.

Forming a joint representation for image aesthetics as-
sessment is nontrivial because aesthetics-related phrases are
unstructured and can include a wide range of concepts. Our
contribution is an approach for learning from both images
and text for aesthetics assessment. We utilize multimodal
Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) [15] to encode both im-
ages and text. We analyze and demonstrate the power of
this joint representation, comparing with using only visual
information.

As we were conducting our study, we generated a dataset
that the research community can use. The AVA-Comments
dataset contains all user comments extracted from the pro-
vided page links in the AVA dataset, and enables the ex-
traction of aesthetics information from user comments. It
complements the benchmark AVA dataset for aesthetics as-
sessment.
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Figure 1: Approach Overview. Our approach consists of three modules: visual feature extraction, textual
feature extraction, and joint representation learning.
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Figure 2: The architecture of the fine-tuned VGG-
16 CNN model.

2. THE METHOD
We now provide technical details. As shown in Fig. 1,

during training, we utilize a multimodal DBM to encode a
joint representation with both visual and textual informa-
tion, where visual information is extracted from deep neural
network and textual information is collected from user com-
ments. Importantly, test images are not associated with user
comments. In testing, we leverage the learned representa-
tion to approximate the missing textual features and predict
the aesthetic value of a given image.

2.1 Visual Feature Extraction
We demonstrate that pretrained VGG-16 model [14] on

ImageNet can achieve reasonable performance for image aes-
thetics assessment, and a better performance is achieved
by fine-tuning the VGG-16 model on an image aesthetics
dataset. The detailed experimental results are discussed in
Section 3.2.

We show the network structure during fine-tuning in Fig-
ure 2. It is noticeable that to deal with image aesthetics
assessment as a binary classification problem, the last soft-
max layer with 1,000 classes on the ImageNet dataset is
replaced by a 2-node softmax layer. The learning rate dur-
ing fine-tuning process is lower than training from scratch,
which avoids ruining the weights of the convolutional layer.

In testing, we adapt the multiview test performed in [6],
and extracted 10 image patches from each testing image,
which include the four corners and the central patch of the
test input, and their horizontal flips.

We take the output of the fc15 layer (4,096-dimensional
feature vector, illustrated in Fig. 2) of the fine-tuned network
as the visual representation, and feature vectors from 10
patches are averaged to represent each image.

2.2 Textual Feature Extraction
Extracting aesthetics related information from user com-

ments is not easy because user comments are unstructured

and include discussions both about or beyond the content
of the image. To examine the performance of different tex-
tual features on aesthetics classification, we build classifiers
between the textual features and the aesthetics labels. Ex-
perimental results are shown in Section 3.3.

One of the most commonly used textual features is the
word counts of a dictionary extracted from the original text.
For the aesthetics assessment task, we extract a dictionary
containing aesthetics-related words and phrases from user
comments. In particular, we learn weights for all uni-grams,
bi-grams and tri-grams occurred in user comments using a
SVM variant with Näıve Bayes log-count ratios [18]. Ac-
cording to the experimental results discussed in [11], Näıve
Bayes performs well on the snippets datasets and SVM is
better at full-length reviews. A combination of Näıve Bayes
like feature and SVM makes the model more robust.

Let f (i) ∈ {0, 1}|D| indicate whether an item occurs, where

D is the dictionary and |D| is its cardinality. f
(i)
j = 1 indi-

cates that the dictionary item Dj occurs in the ith comment,

otherwise f
(i)
j = 0.

Denote p = α+
∑

i:y(i)=1 f (i) and q = α+
∑

i:y(i)=−1 f (i)

as the positive and negative count vectors, repectively. α is
a smooth parameter, which is usually set to α = 1 for word
counting vectors in the experiments. The log-count ratio is
computed by r = log((p/||p||1)/(q/||q||1)), accordingly, the

Näıve Bayes features x(i) is derived by x(i) = f (i) ◦ r, where
a ◦ b is the element-wise product of two vectors.

We train a L2-regularized L2-loss SVM to map the Näıve
Bayes features to aesthetics labels. The Näıve Bayes features
are sparse and high-dimensional because the dictionary size
is large (over a million). We select a small dictionary by
choosing several dimensions with maximum and minimum
weight in r̂ = w ◦ r, where w is the weight vector in SVM.
Then the word counts of the small dictionary can be calcu-
lated from user comments.

2.3 Multimodal Deep Boltzmann Machine
To perform a joint representation learning with visual and

textual features, a multimodal DBM model [15] is built for
aesthetics assessment and high-level semantics inference.

As shown in Fig. 1, the whole model contains three parts.
For visual features, a DBM model is built between input

units vm and hidden units h
(1)
m ,h

(2)
m . The layer between vm

and h
(1)
m is a Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM layer. For textual

features, a DBM is built between input units vt and hidden

units h
(1)
t ,h

(2)
t . The layer between vt and h

(1)
t is a Repli-



cated Softmax layer. The two models are combined with

an additional hidden layer h(3) between h
(2)
m and h

(2)
t . The

joint distribution over the multimodal input is as following.

P (vm,vt;θ) =
∑

h
(2)
m ,h

(2)
t ,h(3)

((∑
h
(1)
m

P (vm,h
(1)
m ,h(2)

m )

)
(∑

h
(1)
t

P (vt,h
(1)
t ,h

(2)
t )

)
P (h(2)

m ,h
(2)
t ,h(3))

)
.

Both modality can be used in the training process. But
during the testing process, user comments are not present.
We therefore use variational inference [15] to approximate

the posterior for the joint representation P (h(3)|vm), or the
missing textual representation P (vt|vm).

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 The AVA and AVA-Comments Datasets
We adopted one of the largest image aesthetics dataset,

the AVA [12], for evaluation. The AVA contains more than
255,000 user-rated images, each has an average of 200 rat-
ings between 1 and 10. The dataset is divided into 235,000
images for training (including 167,000 high-quality images
and 68,000 low-quality ones) and 20,000 images for testing
without overlapping. The aesthetics assessment is formu-
lated as a binary classification problem. Following the cri-
teria in [12], images with a mean rating higher than 5 are
labeled as high-quality images, the others as low-quality.

The user comments associated with each image are help-
ful for training aesthetics assessment model. For instance,
images with smiling faces may not be visually appealing, but
could still be rated with a high score; images with colorful
content may still be rated low if they have boring content.
Therefore, we crawled all the user comments for images in
the AVA dataset to form the AVA-Comments dataset, where
more than 1.5 million user comments were obtained from
the original links. All user comments were tokenized, and
all quotes and extra HTML tags such as links were removed.
In our experiments, we found that user comments are par-
ticularly helpful in learning from these cases during network
training. Moreover, the classification accuracy of aesthetics
is improved without utilizing user comments during testing,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The AVA-Comments dataset is
available to researchers.

3.2 Classification with Visual Features
We first evaluate the performance of the visual features

used in this work. We compared the visual features dis-
cussed in Section 2.1 with pretrained VGG-16 [14] (denoted
by Unmodified VGG-16), fine-tuned CaffeNet and VGG-16
presented in [17], and double-column CNN presented in [8].
For pretrained VGG-16 model, we built an L2-regularized
L2-loss linear SVM to map features extracted from the layer
fc15 of original VGG-16 model to aesthetics labels.

The classification results of these approaches are reported
in Table 1. Our fine-tuned VGG-16 model performed the
best, compared with other experimental settings. The fact
that our fine-tuned model performed better than fine-tuned
CaffeNet indicates that a larger capacity is required for the
image aesthetics assessment task on the AVA dataset. Our
fine-tuned VGG-16 is better than the result shown in [17] is

Table 1: Accuracy of Aesthetics Classification with
Visual Features

Methods Accuracy(%)
Double column CNN [8] 74.46

Unmodified VGG-16 74.12
Fine-tuned CaffeNet [17] 76.82
Fine-tuned VGG-16 [17] 77.09

Fine-tuned VGG-16 (Ours) 78.19

Table 2: Accuracy of Aesthetics Classification with
Textual Features

Methods Accuracy(%)
Recurrent Neural Networks [5] 79.36

Word2Vec [7] 79.62
Näıve Bayes SVM (whole dictionary) 80.90

Näıve Bayes SVM (3K small dictionary) 80.81

because of one major setting difference: we fine-tuned VGG-
16 with a larger batch size of 64 compared with 10. It means
that a larger batch size may reduce the variance among mini-
batches, resulting in better performance. Consequently, we
use our fine-tuned VGG-16 as the visual feature extractor
in the joint representation learning.

3.3 Classification with Textual Features
We now evaluate the performance of textual features on

image aesthetics assessment. In both training and testing,
user comments are available. For each image, we concate-
nate all user comments and generate textual input for fea-
ture extraction. We applied three commonly-adopted ap-
proaches for textual feature extraction, i.e., Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks Language Model [5], Word2Vec [7], and Näıve
Bayes features, on the AVA-Comments dataset.

To evaluate the performance of these feature extraction
approaches, we built SVM classifier to map extracted fea-
tures to aesthetics labels of images and examine the classifi-
cation accuracy. Specifically, we trained a Recurrent Neural
Networks Language Model [5] and a Word2Vec [7] model
with the user comments. We then extracted textual fea-
tures utilizing trained neural network models and built a
L2-regularized L2-loss linear SVM classifier for aesthetics
classification.

Meanwhile, we applied SVM on extracted Näıve Bayes
features (denoted with “whole dictionary”). Since the dic-
tionary size computed on the full training data is large (over
a million), we further selected 2,000 items with the largest
weights and 1,000 items with the smallest weights. These
items indicate the most positive or negative phrases, forming
a 3,000-item smaller dictionary. Note that we set number
of positive and negative phrases according to the number of
high and low quality images in the AVA dataset. A same
classifier is built on word count vectors given the small dic-
tionary and the results are shown in Table 2. The smaller
dictionary is shown to keep aesthetics information to a large
extent.

We present the classification results in Table 2, we found
that Näıve Bayes SVM (whole dictionary) performed the
best. We also found the Näıve Bayes SVM (3K small dictio-
nary) achieved comparable performance. We thus adopted
this scheme in the joint representation learning.
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Figure 3: Classification accuracy of different layers
in the multimodal DBM model with a single modal-
ity as input.

Figure 4: Test images correctly classified by the joint
representation but misclassified by the visual fea-
ture. Images on the first row are high-aesthetics
images and the second row are low-aesthetics im-
ages.

3.4 Classification with Joint Representation
We finally evaluate the performance of our proposed joint

representation on image aesthetics assessment. The multi-
modal DBM model is trained as described in Section 2.3,
where visual and textual features are extracted as discussed
in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The joint DBM model has three
parts. The input dimension of a visual feature was 4,096,
followed by a Gaussian RBM hidden layer with 3,072 nodes.
The second hidden layer contained 2,048 nodes. Meanwhile,
the word count vector of the 3,000-item dictionary was used
as the textual input. The input dimension of a textual fea-
ture was 3,000, followed by a Replicated Softmax hidden
layer of 1,536 nodes. The second hidden layer contained
1,024 nodes. To merge these two set of multimodal features,
the joint hidden layer contains 3,072 nodes. The model was
optimized using Contrastive Divergence (CD), and layer-
wise pretraining described in [15] was performed. Finally,
variational inference was used to generate the joint repre-
sentation. Because we evaluate the aesthetic value of an
image only based on its visual feature, the approach can be
applied to situations where comments are not available.

To visualize the performance of neurons in each hidden
layer in the multimodal DBM model, an L2-regularized L2-
loss linear SVM that maps neurons in each layer to aesthet-
ics labels is trained. As shown in Fig. 3, joint representation
outperforms the visual feature representation, and the clas-
sification accuracy is gradually improved when utilizing rep-
resentations from the input layer to the joint hidden layer.

To illustrate the difference between the visual feature rep-
resentation and the joint representation of an image, we vi-

Figure 5: Representative items in the dictionary
with their top-related images.

sualize several representative images that are correctly clas-
sified by the joint representation but misclassified by the
visual feature in Fig. 4. The first row are high-aesthetics
images and the second row are low-aesthetics ones.

To examine the power of the joint representation in in-
ferring the textual representation of test images, we picked
several representative words and show their most closely re-
lated images. As shown in Fig. 5, images accurately repre-
sent the semantic meaning of words/phrases in the dictio-
nary (e.g., blurry, dramatic sky, and pose). Notably, like
any learning-based methods, ours is limited when a phrase
has few training examples. For instance, images related to
“technical success” are often just macro photos.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a multimodal DBM model to encode

both images and their users’ comments into a joint repre-
sentation to improve image aesthetics assessment. Features
extracted from a single modality, either images or user com-
ments, were systematically evaluated. A joint representa-
tion was then built upon most effective visual and textual
features. A large dataset with images and user comments,
the AVA-Comments dataset, was built. Experiments on
the AVA-Comments dataset showed that the proposed joint
representation could improve image aesthetics prediction re-
sults produced by merely visual feature. The relatively small
improvement indicates that the problem is challenging and
requires more fundamental technological advancements.
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